Vitra and public spaces
For decades, Vitra has dedicated itself to the topic of
sitting. This naturally includes time spent in public spaces
– illustrated quite clearly by the fact that Vitra has had
the waiting area seating system Eames Tandem Waiting
ETS as a part of its product portfolio since 1962. Not only
the operators of public institutions, but also individual
employees, visitors and passengers benefit from the
experience Vitra has gained from its global installed base
and its continuous exploration of new developments.
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Public Spaces – Transportation

Airports, train stations and other public spaces are often
filled with people around the clock. Their planning and
furnishings contribute both to their success in operations
and to the well-being of the people who use them. The
products employed must therefore meet the highest
demands in terms of quality, design and serviceability.
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Durable products for all kinds of areas

Air and ground traffic control

Thanks to the broad spectrum of products, visitors to
waiting zones as well as users of other areas can benefit
from the ergonomic and design quality of Vitra’s products:
from the airport gate to customs, security clearance and
luggage check-in, and from restaurants, lounges and
shopping areas to back offices and control centre areas.

Air traffic controllers are responsible for many people’s
safety. With HeadLine, Vitra offers an office chair that can
lessen tension and facilitate concentration during screenbased work.
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Restaurant zones and bars
Food courts with their many restaurants and bars are
important meeting areas where passengers should feel at
ease. Vitra offers chairs and tables for all kind of restaurants
– from fast food places to gourmet restaurants.
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Lounges
Gate and hold room
Waiting area seating systems such as Airline, Meda Gate,
.04 and ETS are suitable for airports of all sizes – even at
mega hubs such as London Heathrow and Atlanta Hartsfield.
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Duty free and shopping
Vitra offers, together with its sister company Vizona, highly
developed expertise in the planning and implementation of
retail concepts, including architectural lighting.

Check-in, security and immigration
Chairs such as the .04 and the ID Chair are perfect for
intensive use – also in terms of ergonomic and hygienic
aspects.

Lounges are important areas for travellers – they can relax
or work in peace and quiet there. The comfortable lounge
furniture by Vitra meets the high demands of public spaces.
Vitra also drives forward the development of innovative
products – such as Workbays: these microarchitectural
elements made of sound-absorbing polyester fleece can
be used to create numerous configurations for retreat and
meeting areas.
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Offices

Bogotá

In numerous projects around the world, Vitra has
demonstrated its sheer endless diversity of expertise in the
planning and implementation of office environments.
One thing that all of these offices have in common is that
users feel at ease and motivated there, and therefore
work more efficiently.
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A selection of airports furnished by Vitra.

6 Pulkovo Airport Lounge, St. Peterburg /
EPC, HAL Table
7 Molde Airport, Molde /
Flower, Meda Gate, .03, Bistro Table
8 Dubai Airport, Dubai / ETS
9 Haneda Airport, Tokyo / Alcove
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Vitra – a partner with comprehensive services
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Haneda Lounge, Tokyo / Monopod, Cork, Cloud
Oslo-Gardermoen Airport, Oslo / Meda Gate
Swiss Railways SBB, Basel / .04 on stretcher
Munich Terminal 2 Lounge, Munich / Meda Gate, Suita
Pulkovo Airport Lounge, St. Petersburg / Alcove. Grand Repos, Plate Table
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Active in 80 countries around the world with branches or partners
Comprehensive consulting enables customers to make well-founded decisions
Financial stability
Solution-oriented cooperation throughout the entire process
Vitra products for transparent and best total cost of ownership
Interior design services
Competent project management and logistics team
Procurement and production processes are made with social and ecological
responsibility in mind
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